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Thank you Mr. Chairman. 

Chairman Bishop, Ranking Member Grijalva, and distinguished Members of the 

Committee, thank you for inviting me to testify before you all today regarding my 

family’s experience with Red Rock Search and Rescue and its efforts to recover 

the remains of my brother, Keith Goldberg.  This testimony includes input from 

both myself, my other brother Jeffrey Goldberg and my 81-year old mother, Lee 

Goldberg  

 

I’d like to tell you a story about my dear brother, Keith Goldberg.  I hope his story 

and the events that followed will lead to policy changes so no other family will 

have to experience the unnecessary prolonged pain and suffering that ours did. 

 

Keith, a resident of Henderson, NV, disappeared on January 31, 2012.  It was the 

Tuesday before Super Bowl weekend. He was last seen that afternoon at the 

apartment he once shared with his former girlfriend, Georgene Ross.   

 

The Giants were in the Super Bowl that year, and our family, being from New 

Jersey, was very excited our home team made it to the big game. Keith had plans 

to spend Super Bowl weekend with my brother Jeffrey at Caesar’s in Las Vegas. 

When Jeff couldn’t reach Keith the days leading up the weekend, he knew 

something was terribly wrong. Keith was not the type of person to have his phone 

off or not call or text back.  Jeff called Keith’s employer, Lucky Cab, to find out if 

Keith had been to work and was told Georgene called him in sick on Tuesday, the 

31
st
 and they had not heard from him since.  Jeff landed in Las Vegas on February 

3
rd

 and called the police.   

 

Foul play was suspected immediately and as the days turned into weeks, more 

evidence confirmed Keith had been murdered and his body was discarded 

somewhere out in the Sunrise Mountain/Lake Mead area.  On April 9, 2012 

Georgene and her estranged husband Christopher Ross were arrested for murder 

and conspiracy to commit murder.  They remain in custody at the Clark County 

Detention Center.  And even to this day, they have not provided any information as 



to the whereabouts of Keith’s remains. 

 

The police had done their job. They had conducted initial searches and once the 

arrests were made, and they felt the case was strong, they had called off any future 

searches for Keith.  They would, of course, follow up on “strong” leads or a 

confession if they got one (which didn’t happen). 

 

Our family lives on the east coast, thousands of miles from Las Vegas. There was 

little we could do help find Keith from so far away. The not knowing is hard. We 

felt that if Keith had died from an accident, illness or even if they had left him to 

be found, we could have managed, accepted and at least have given Keith the 

proper and dignified burial he deserved.  This situation was unbearable it is 

virtually impossible for anyone to understand the stress, pain, anxiety and sadness 

family members feel when they are missing a loved one. 

 

I had learned about Red Rock Search and Rescue when Darrell Kirk, the brother of 

the missing hiker, Ron Kirk called me.  He and I connected when our brothers 

were both missing, comparing notes on working with the police, etc.  He told me I 

should call their commander, Dave Cummings. They are an all-volunteer search 

team and would take our case at no cost to us. 

 

I called Dave Cummings in early April 2012. The arrests had been made and we 

had police reports with more information.  I had asked the police to share their 

maps and data with Dave so he can plan and have his team begin searches.  Jeff 

and I were in Las Vegas in April after the arrests were made and we were at one of 

RRSAR’s first searches for Keith.  Their first search was on April 14, 2012 and 

over the past year, RRSAR has conducted nearly 50 searches for my brother and 

covered 200+ square miles. 

 

RRSAR was armed with information from the cell phone tower pings on Chris’ 

phone the day after Keith went missing and from the condition of Keith’s car 

which was driven in the desert and found abandoned about 10 days after he 

disappeared. RRSAR’s first searches were conducted on BLM land and on private 

land.  Their volunteers told us that each search is successful in that they clear and 

eliminate one more area.  In May of 2012, RRSAR realized they needed to search 

Lake Mead National Park and on May 17, 2012, they filled out a permit request 

and were told of the need for 1 million dollars of liability insurance. They started 

the process of trying to find affordable insurance.  They continued with other 

searches covering mines, more desert and Lake Las Vegas. They never stopped. 

 



In early February, I was approached by a woman who was hiking in Lake Mead 

Park last September and had found clothing wrapped in a shower curtain and tied 

up in rope. She thought it was suspicious and she did report it to the police. On the 

one-year anniversary of Keith’s disappearance, she saw the news reports and 

decided to contact me.  She had taken a pair of foldable reading glasses from the 

clothes and still had them. I called Dave and he met with her, felt she was credible 

and got the coordinates of where she found the clothes. He sent me a photo of the 

glasses and I was able to find someone who remembered seeing Keith with a pair 

just like them. In addition, the clothes found but not recovered, seemed to match 

what Keith was wearing that day.  That was more than enough to reinforce Lake 

Mead was a high-probability search area. If anything, this discovery helped hone in 

which areas of Lake Mead had the highest probability. 

 

In February of this year, All Nevada Insurance was able to find an affordable 

insurance policy and our family raised the funds to help pay for it. RRSAR finally 

got their permit to search Lake Mead. 

 

Red Rock Search and Rescue deployed on April 14, 2013.  In less than two hours, 

Keith’s remains were found in Lake Mead National Park.  To this day, Red Rock 

continues to search the park so we can bring home the remainder of Keith’s 

remains. 

 

Volunteer search teams fill the void left when police searches end due to limited 

resources.  Barriers and regulations prevent qualified individuals from helping their 

communities and families of missing loved ones.  If Red Rock Search and Rescue 

weren’t so dedicated to solving Keith’s case and so tenacious, there would have 

been no more coordinated searches for Keith.  He may not have ever been found. 

 

Families of missing loved ones go through so much pain and despair.  Keith and 

our family are victims, not only of a terrible crime but of bureaucratic roadblocks 

that impeded search efforts and prolonged our pain and suffering and the ability to 

get closure and bring Keith home. 

 

Our communities are so very fortunate to have organizations like Red Rock Search 

and Rescue.  Keith’s story is a tragic one and it is not over. We have a trial in 2014 

and his remains have still yet to be returned home.  But the one positive shining 

light, perhaps Keith’s legacy, is that this legislation passes so other families of 

missing loved ones can search without restrictions, red tape and delay so they can 

too, bring home their loved ones and get closure sooner. 

 



Thank you.   
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Keith Goldberg Case 
 
Red Rock Search and Rescue is a 501‐C3 Not for profit all volunteer professional search and rescue team. 
Made up of 180 citizens from around Clark County Nevada, we provide our services free of charge to our 
community. Last year we were  involved  in 12 cases and deployed on nearly 100 missions. We respond 
24 hrs a day 365 days a year. 
 
The first of April 2012 Red Rack Search and Rescue “RRSAR” was contacted by Jodi Goldberg seeking our 
help in locating her brother Keith Goldberg. As we understood Keith had been murdered on January 31st 
2012  and  his  body  was  believed  to  have  been  dumped  or  buried  in  the  desert  the  following  day 
February 1st. 
 
The only clues we had were that on February 1st, the suspect had spent three hours in the morning and 
three hours in the evening somewhere east of Sunrise Mountain located near Lake Mead, Nevada. This 
information was gained via cell  tower pings  from  the Sunrise mountain  tower and a  tower  located at 
Lake  Las Vegas,  a  resort  area  next  to  Lake Mead.    The  pings were  random  so  there was  no way  to 
triangulate the signals to get an exact location where the suspect had traveled.  
 
With just this information RRSAR took the case and began searching for Keith on April 14th of 2012. This 
would be the needle in a haystack mission but we were determined to find Mr. Goldberg. We obtained 
some theory from the Las Vegas Metro Police Departments Homicide unit and first searched those areas 
of  interest. These areas were on private as well a BLM  lands which we were given access too. By early 
May of 2012 we began to feel that Keith was  in the Lake Mead National Recreation Area and on May 
17th we applied for a permit to enter the park to conduct a search. 
 
We were stopped in out tracks as we were advised that we would need to provide a one million dollar 
insurance policy with NPS / Lake Mead’s name on it. We advised them we were a non profit 501 C3 and 
the funds to purchase the insurance didn’t exist. They were nice but firm in enforcing the policies they 
were charged with maintaining. 
 
This began our battle to one, find affordable insurance and two to raise the money to fund it.   From late 
May  until March  of  2013 we  continued  to  search  any  and  all  area’s  around  Lake Mead  covering  a 
territory equal the size of the City of Las Vegas and North Las Vegas combined…… over 200 square miles 
in hot blazing sun “118 degrees”… Sand Storms… and even at night in order to dodge the heat. 
 
In late March we were able to find a policy for 1900 dollars, a far cry from the 6 to 10 thousand dollars 
we were being quoted.  The Goldberg  family quickly put  together  a  fund  raiser  and we were  able  to 
purchase the insurance by the first week in April and the good people at Lake Mead NPS fast tracked our 
permit. 
 
At 0800 of April 14th 2013, one year from the day we started looking for Keith Goldberg we deployed 5 
teams into our highest probability areas. At 0953 the remains of Keith Goldberg were found. 
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